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flared up, 013^ has just a little suspicion that they are
stage flames of "colophonium, lacking in personally
experienced warmth. In The Master-builder, passion
is for the first time envisaged as something more than
an inconvenient aberration; and it infuses more
life-blood into the play than is to be found in any
other of these years. But the last four dramas are
all concerned in some way with problems of this
kind; and they are all plays of disillusionment and
dissatisfaction ; allegories of the ageing poet, haunted
by the ghosts of things inexperienced and unachieved,
by doubts whether he had lived his life wisely and
well.
The best of the Master-builder's life is behind him.
He had in the aspiring days of his youth built churches ;
then had turned to the humbler task of building
human homes; but inward satisfaction with his work
had always escaped him. Had he been able to recon-
cile the two ideals, build homes with the spires of
churches, as it is expressed in the allegory, he might
have entered into his " third kingdom". But its
doors are closed to him; as they had been closed to
Julian and Rosmer, and indeed to all Ibsen's aspirants
to the higher life. The house in which Solness and
his wife Aline had lived in sheltered happiness—
that is to say, the old world of circumscribed ideas
and ideals—is burned down ; and in its ashes they seek
their lost treasure of happiness and self-confidence,
confidence in each other. But this is gone for ever.
Solness has lost the ideals of his youth; it is his
tragedy that he, master-builder though he is, cannot
erect for himself a new life-ideal; he cannot remain
young with the young.
Into this life of grave and growing discontent
comes youth—comes Hilde Wangel, who does believe
in her master-builder. I think it was hardly a happy
idea on Ibsen's part to identify this Hilde with the
Hilde we have already met in The Lady from the Sea.
It is impossible for us to reconcile the new Hilde

